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Now and visit Muki's Kitchen today.MT
Electrical & Trades Ltd. is a small,

Canadian based manufacturer of high
quality, electrical, plumbing and fire
protection products. The principal

distributors are throughout Quebec and
Ontario. Company History MT Electrical
& Trades Ltd. was founded in 1978, by

three Electrical contractors who had been
overwhelmed by the confusion and high
cost of the supply industry at that time.

As they were already supplying the
electrical trade, they moved into the

plumber market and later the fire
protection business, and have made a

success of them. MT Electrical & Trades
Ltd. is a member of the Canadian
Electrical Contractors Association
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(CECA) and the Fire Protection
Contractors Association of Ontario

(FPCAO). The company also consults and
carries out sales work for manufacturers.
MT Electrical & Trades Ltd. is a member
of the Institute of Professional Engineers

of Ontario. Products MT Electrical &
Trades Ltd. is a small, Canadian based

manufacturer of high quality, electrical,
plumbing and fire protection products.

The principal distributors are throughout
Quebec and Ontario. Company History

MT Electrical & Trades Ltd. was founded
in 1978, by three Electrical contractors

who had been overwhelmed by the
confusion and high cost of the supply

industry at that time
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